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I

N several recent reports, the term ‘‘recoding’’ is used
to describe the phenomenon of codon reassignment (e.g., Charriere et al. 2006; McCutcheon et al.
2009). McCutcheon et al. (2009) misuse the term
in numerous locations, suggesting that confusion is
systemic and not inadvertent. This provokes us to clarify
the distinction between these two natural phenomena.
Reassignment and recoding are different (see Figure 1
for the key distinctive features).
With the term ‘‘codon reassignment,’’ the meaning of
a codon is altered irrespective of its mRNA context. The
new meaning applies to the entire mRNA repertoire of
the organism, and there is generally a complete change
of meaning: the genetic code table is altered. Wellknown examples include the reassignment of UGA to
specify cysteine in the ciliate Euplotes and tryptophan in
certain minute symbiont bacteria and specific mitochondrial genomes (Knight et al. 2001). Such reassignments are usually due to changes in the translational
apparatus, such as alteration or loss of a release factor.
With ‘‘recoding,’’ the new meaning is site- or mRNAspecific and is dynamic; i.e., it is in competition with the
standard meaning, with some of the product reflecting
the new meaning and some reflecting the standard
meaning. Recoding signals that are separate from the
recoded site greatly enhance the efficiency of the
nonstandard event (Gesteland et al. 1992; Gesteland
and Atkins 1996; Baranov et al. 2002, 2006; Namy et al.
2004; Atkins and Gesteland 2010). Such signals have
been characterized by many investigators and are
known to act by a variety of mechanisms: through
RNA secondary structures, complementary interactions
with ribosomal RNA, or alteration of the ribosomal state
by the encoded nascent peptide. Some examples of
such signals are the following: an important signal for
the ribosomal frameshifting that occurs during translation of bacterial release factor 2 mRNA is the pairing
between a specific sequence 59 of the shift site with the
rRNA of translating ribosomes; a key signal for the (50%
efficient) translation bypass of 50 nucleotides between
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codons 46 and 47 of bacteriophage T4 gene 60 is a
specific sequence in the nascent peptide encoded 59 of
codon 46; a pseudoknot 39 of the shift site is important
for infectious bronchitis virus frameshifting; a stem loop
close to the shift site is important for the frameshifting
required to synthesize HIV GagPol; distant 39 signals are
involved in some cases of codon redefinition (not to be
confused with codon reassignment) and in frameshifting in decoding the Barley Yellow Dwarf virus; and the
recoding signal for eukaryotic selenocysteine specification by UGA is an mRNA structural element known as
SECIS, located in the 39 UTR. The context specificity
provided by this variety of recoding signals is in marked
contrast to context-independent codon reassignment.
Of course, as is common in biology, the boundaries
are not sharp. An example of an intermediate situation
may be in the specification of pyrrolysine by archael
methanogens, where a 39 RNA structure appears to
enhance pyrrolysine specification but is not required for
it (Longstaff et al. 2007). Several research groups use
the term ‘‘recoding’’ to describe RNA editing that alters
the protein product (Nishikura 2010), and here a
parallel with translational recoding is evident. However,
the existence of a few intermediate situations does not
diminish the utility of using different words for situations where overall there is a clear distinction. The term
‘‘recoding’’ should be used for context-dependent
alterations of gene readout, such as in the genes
collected in the current version of the Recode Database
(Bekaert et al. 2010). The term ‘‘codon reassignment’’
should be used to describe a process responsible for
the differences between genetic codes, such as those
collected in NCBI Genetic Code tables at http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Taxonomy/Utils/wprintgc.cgi.
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Figure 1.—Summary of
distinctions between recoding and codon reassignment phenomena.

